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IntroductionIntroduction

 Misspellings and other non-standard word forms → 
challenge for NLP systems. 

 Lack of annotated data → unsupervised methods
word embeddings  + similarity measures 

 SweLL project: collection and annotation of second 
language learner data (Swedish)

Research QuestionsResearch Questions

 RQ1: Are word embeddings useful for retrieving 
correction candidates?

 RQ2: Is phonological similarity useful for ranking 
correction candidates?

 RQ3: What is the best combination of similarity 
measures for ranking correction candidates?

Evaluation DataEvaluation Data

 From two different sources:
   learner essays (SpIn) 
   spelling exercise logs (SpellEx)

CEFR scaleCEFR scale

Correction candidates from embeddingsCorrection candidates from embeddings

 FastText: enhances traditional word-based vectors by 
representing each word as a bag of character n-grams

 Comparison between:
  pre-trained (Wikipedia) 
embeddings 
  task-specific embeddings 
(language learning corpora, 
easy-to-read corpora + blog 
texts)

  Vocabulary sizes:
  Wikipedia: 1,143,273 
  SpecC+Blogs: 307,349

Computing phonological similarityComputing phonological similarity

 Some misspellings are based on sound similarity 
 Map to pronounced forms → grapheme-to-phoneme 

(g2p) conversion system needed for Swedish 

 G2p toolkit from CMUSphinx re-used 
   (based on recurrent neural networks)

 Data: NST lexical database
    - 103,026 pairs of orthogr. - phon. forms
    - 90% training – 10% testing

 Binary phonological features  
based on Hayes (2009)

 26 features – 3 categories 
    (manner, place, laryngeal)
 Distance → similarity: Interaction between similarity measuresInteraction between similarity measures

Orthographic vs. phonological distance

 Task-specific embeddings provided twice as often 
correction candidates

ConclusionsConclusions

 RQ1: embeddings based on task-relevant corpora  
    were more useful for finding correction candidates 
    (but not enough alone → add dictionary lookup?)

 RQ2: phonological similarity better for spelling errors 
than for mixed types of errors

 RQ3: combining similarity measures is useful, different 
error types may require a different combinationCode and resources available at: https://github.com/IldikoPilan/swell-norm 
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